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Kiu is a cross border B2B ecommerce 

platform with integrated ERP, Logistics and 

Lending. 

Experienced Manaement from the Silicon

Valley with 300 years combined work in

emerging markets with SMEs

Headquartered in San Francisco; regional 

Head Office in Hanoi Vietnam, and 

representative offices in Australia and 

Cambodia.

Kiu is funded by its Founder and supported

by ADB, MBI IFC and DFAT.

Focused only on SMEs in SE ASIA

Working with the large partners focused in

empowering SMEs in the region.

4000 products on the market, 150 companies

on ERP and over 800 applications for Loans

since launching in Mid February.



Seamless Cross-border Commerce
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A secure software technology platform

Connects the Mekong Region to the world

The system support exporting goods from Cambodia, Laos, 

Myanmar, and Vietnam to Australia, Europe and the United 

States

Upon full market regional penetration, 

services will expand to other areas
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KIU MARKET

buyers/sellers meet connect,  transact; trusted and user-friendly platform 

KIU SHIP

logistics and fulfillment platform to support cross border shipping

KIU ERP

online business management tools that track business transactions in real 

time

KIU PAY

electronic payments and access to credit and invoice discounting services 

KIU ACCELERATOR

provides on site and “help desk” support to business clients
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KIU MARKET
Seamless Cross-Border Commerce

www.kiuasia.com
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The Kiu Market is the center of our 

ecosystem – it’s where buyers and sellers 

meet, interact and transact. 
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Multi-currency, multi-language support, enabling 

buyers and sellers to transact and communicate at 

ease. Multiple items, multiple vendors, one 

shopping cart.



KIU ERP
Seamless Cross-Border Commerce

www.kiuasia.com

The Kiu Enterprise Resource Planning

(ERP) suite gives SMEs the tools they

need to manage their businesses

online.

http://www.kiuasia.com/




KIU SHIP
Kiu Ship is our end-to-end

logistics and fulfillment platform.

We take the complexity and pain

out of cross-border shipping,

whether by air or sea.







Order placed.
Order picked up by 

FedEx.

Order in customs 

processing.

Your order has 

arrived!

Your order tracking number is 2369060182



KIU PAY

Introducing Kiu Pay – Clear Invoices Today

pay.kiuasia.com

Kiu Pay enables businesses to accept electronic payments and 

access credit and invoice discounting services. 
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KIU TEAM
THANKS FOR WATCHING


